We constrain interacting dark matter and dark energy (IDMDE) models using a 450-degreesquare cosmic shear data from the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS) and the angular power spectra from Planck's latest cosmic microwave background measurements. We revisit the discordance problem in the standard Lambda cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model between weak lensing and Planck datasets and extend the discussion by introducing interacting dark sectors. The IDMDE models are found to be able to alleviate the discordance between KiDS and Planck as previously inferred from the ΛCDM model, and moderately favored by a combination of the two datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cosmic shear, measured from distorted images of distant galaxies, can effectively map a three-dimensional dark matter structure in the late universe, making it a sensitive probe to constraining cosmological models. Recently, the standard Lambda cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model was examined by employing weak lensing data taken from a 450-deg 2 observing field of the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS) [1] and it was disclosed that there exists a "substantial discordance" inferred from the ΛCDM model between the KiDS data [1] [2] [3] [4] and the Planck 2015 cosmic microwave background (CMB) data [5, 6] . The discordance is at the level of 2.3σ and it was argued that this discordance can not be resolved even after reducing systematic uncertainties [1, 7] . In addition to the ΛCDM discordance between the KiDS and Planck datasets, earlier similar tension was also found to be substantial between the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Survey (CFHTLenS) [8] [9] [10] [11] and Planck datasets [5, [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Besides the weaking lensing-CMB discordance, the standard ΛCDM model is also challenged by other observations. There is approximately a 3σ tension in cosmological parameter space when the ΛCDM model is compared to Planck CMB data and local measurements of the Hubble constant based on the cosmic distance ladder [16, 17] . Recently, the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) experiment of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) showed new evidence against the standard ΛCDM model [18] using measured baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) in flux correlation functions of the Lyman-α forest from 158, 401 quasars at high redshifts (2.1 ≤ z ≤ 3.5). The results indicate a 2.5σ de- * Electronic address: an rui@sjtu.edu.cn † Electronic address: changf@illinois.edu ‡ Electronic address: wang b@sjtu.edu.cn; Corresponding Author viation from ΛCDM in the measurements of the Hubble constant and angular distance at an average redshift z = 2.34.
The tensions between observations of large-scale structure and CMB measurements made by Planck motivated a lot of studies to extend the standard ΛCDM model. So far the weak lensing data from KiDS have been used to test the extended cosmological models, which include massive neutrinos, nonzero curvature, evolving dark energy, modified gravity and running of the scalar spectral index [7] . It was found that the discordance between KiDS and Planck can be alleviated by introducing an evolving dark energy equation of state. Also, the CFHTLenS-Planck discordance has been revisited by using the extended models with a sterile neutrino and scale-dependent equation of state [14, 19] . Again, it was found that the confidence contours between two datasets started to overlap, effectively relieving the discordance. For the discordance between local Hubble constant and Planck measurements, a model with nonstandard physics in dark energy and dark radiation sectors was proposed to relieve the tension [17, 20, 21] . Similarly, it was suggested that an extended model with dark sectors' interactions might be a solution to the discordance between the Hubble constant and the angular distance of BOSS at redshift z = 2.34 [22] .
Not only being challenged by observations, the standard ΛCDM model is also suffering theoretical problems, such as the cosmological constant problem [23] , i.e., a disagreement between the observed value and the estimation of quantum field theory. Moreover, the cosmological constant of the ΛCDM model can not explain why dark energy dominated evolution in the late universe, making a coincidence problem [24] . Given the fact that energy density fractions of dark matter and dark energy account for nearly 25% and 70% of the energy content of our universe, it is quite counter-intuitive to conceive that dark matter and dark energy co-exist independently in the course of cosmological evolution. From perspec-tive of field theory, it is more natural to consider that there are interactions between dark matter and dark energy through either exotic energy or momentum transfer. And it was argued that a suitable amount of interactions between dark sectors can help alleviate the coincidence problem [22, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Recently the models with interactions between dark sectors have been extensively tested with different observational datasets, such as measurements of the CMB and galaxy clusters, see the recent review [30] and references therein for detailed descriptions of physical models and observations.
In this work, we will constrain the interacting dark matter and dark energy model (IDMDE) using the weak gravitational lensing data from KiDS and Planck CMB data from both temperature and polarization. Moreover, we will revisit the discordance problem between KiDS and Planck with the IDMDE model and check if it is favored as compared to the standard ΛCDM model, and to what extent the tension would be relieved.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introduce phenomenological models on the interactions between dark matter and dark energy with background dynamics equations and linear perturbations. In Section III we describe the KiDS measurements and statistical algorithms that are used to quantify tensions between different data sets. In Section IV we compare predicted weak lensing tomographic band powers from the IDMDE models to the KiDS-450 and Planck2015 datasets, and examine how the IDMDE models are favored by both KiDS and Planck data sets, and to what extent they alleviate the previous ΛCDM discordance problem. Finally, we discuss our results and conclude in Section V.
II. INTERACTING DARK MATTER AND DARK ENERGY MODELS
In this section, we begin with the phenomenological interacting dark matter and dark energy models [30] in the spatially flat Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe. In these models, the total energy density of dark sectors is conserved and energy densities of dark matter and dark energy evolve individually aṡ
where H is the time-dependent Hubble constant defined by H =ȧ/a = aH, a is the scale factor, the dot˙is the derivative with respect to conformal time, and w = P d /ρ d is the equation of state of dark energy. Here Q denotes the interactions between dark sectors and it can be phenomenologically expressed as a linear combination of energy densities of dark matter and dark energy, i.e., Q = 3λ 1 Hρ c + 3λ 2 Hρ d with λ 1 and λ 2 being free parameters describing interaction strength. In Table I , we list all of the phenomenological IDMDE models in which curvature perturbations are not divergent when conditions given by the last column are satisfied [31, 32] . 
In the linear theory, equations of the first-order perturbations for dark matter and dark energy are given by [33] 
where δ i = δρ i /ρ i is the perturbed density contrast, v i is the peculiar velocity, and the subscript i represents dark matter or dark energy. The variable h = 6Θ is the synchronous gauge metric perturbation, Θ describes a small deviation from a homogeneous and isotropic universe, c e is the effective sound speed of dark energy which is set to 1 in this work, c a is the adiabatic sound speed of dark energy, and R is the energy density ratio of dark matter to dark energy, i.e., R = ρ c /ρ d .
III. THE KIDS AND PLANCK DATASETS
The KiDS is optimally designed to measure shapes of galaxies with photometric redshifts so a study of weak lensing tomography can be performed. In this work we use angular correlation functions measured from KiDS's 450 degree square data to constrain our IDMDE models.
The angular shear correlation function ξ ij ± between redshifts i and j is given by the convergence power spectrum via
where θ is the angular position on the sky, l is the angular wave number, and J 0,4 (lθ) are the zeroth and the fourth order Bessel functions of the first kind for ξ + and ξ − , respectively. According to the Limber approximation, the convergence power spectrum P ij κ can be written as
where χ is comoving distance, χ H is the comoving distance evaluated at an infinite redshift, W i (χ) is the lensing weighting function corresponding to a redshift bin i, and P δ is a non-linear matter power spectrum derived from a IDMDE model. The lensing weighting function
for the standard ΛCDM model. But this expression is not valid when there is interaction between dark sectors, since the relation of the standard dark matter density
2 ) fails for interacting dark energy models. Instead, equation (9) should be written in the general form [34] 
where Ω m = ρ m /ρ crit , the critical density ρ crit = 3H 2 /(8πG), c is the speed of light, n i is the galaxy redshift distribution in the bin i and it is normalized as χH 0 n(χ)dχ = 1. The KiDS-450 datasets consist of four tomographic redshift bins (0.1 < z < 0.3, 0.3 < z < 0.5, 0.5 < z < 0.7, 0.7 < z < 0.9), and nine angular bins centered at θ = (0. [7] .
In addition to the KiDS-450 datasets, we also use the latest CMB power spectra from Planck 2015 data release [35] to derive constraints, which can be directly compared to the previous ones, for our IDMDE models [33, 36] . Similar to [36] , we take all the CMB temperature and polarization power spectra within 2 < ℓ < 2000 except the BB power spectrum for which only the low-ℓ, i.e. 2 < ℓ < 30, measurement is made available.
To sample parameter space of our cosmological models, we carry out a series of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs using the modified CosmoMC code package [1] that has already integrated the weak lensing module as described in [7] . We assume a flat universe with no running of the spectral index. We fix the effective number of neutrino species to N eff = 3.046, the sum of [1] https://github.com/sjoudaki/kids450 neutrino masses to Σm ν = 0.06 eV, and the primordial helium fraction Y p = 0.25. For the MCMC runs, a convergence criterion is set to R − 1 = 0.02 where R is the Gelman-Rubin threshold [37] .
Before we launch the MCMC runs, priors on cosmological parameters are chosen and listed in Table II . These priors are chosen the same as the ones in [36] because we want to validate that our analysis with the same model, so that comparisons can be carried out by constraining the IDMDE models using the Planck data available in [36] and the weak lensing data, and examining the concordance problem with these two different datasets. 
IV. RESULTS
Before investigating the IDMDE models, we first compare the theoretical predictions of the weak lensing correlation functions from the standard ΛCDM model to both KiDS and Planck measurements. In Fig. 1 we show parameter constraints for KiDS in the σ 8 -Ω m plane using priors in Table II , where the amplitude of scalar perturbation A s and the scalar spectral index n s are limited to much narrower parameter space, as compared to those in [7] . These priors shrink the parameter contours and thereby increase the tension between KiDS weak lensing and Planck CMB temperature measurements for the ΛCDM model as Fig. 1 clearly shows. The main reason for choosing the same priors in Table II, as Table 3 in [36] instead of those exactly from [7] , is to compare our model fitting to KiDS datasets with that to Planck datasets which was already available in [36] , especially in the following discussions for the IDMDE models.
In this section, we will investigate the IDMDE models and examine how these models are favored by both datasets and to what extent they will alleviate the tension. 
A. Model selection
We now use the IDMDE models to predict the CMB power spectra and weak lensing shear correlation functions and compare them to the Planck and the KiDS-450 datasets, and the two sets of constraints that are derived from the IDMDE and the standard ΛCDM models will be passed along the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) [12, 38] to determine which model is more favored. The DIC is composed of the sum of goodness of fit of a given model and its Bayesian complexity, and it is defined as
where χ 2 eff (θ) = −2lnL max is the best-fit effective χ 2 andθ is the parameter vector at the maximum likelihood point. The generic form of χ 2 is expressed as ∆ξ T Cov −1 ∆ξ, where ∆ξ = ξ obs − ξ theory , ξ obs is a 130-element vector of the measured weak lensing correlation functions from the KiDS project, ξ theory is the theoretical prediction from equation (7), and Cov, which is a 130×130 covariance matrix at each angular scale, is also provided by the KiDS data release.
The second term in equation (11) is the Bayesian complexity expressed as p D = χ 
and the condition of ∆DIC < −5 indicates a moderate preference in favor of the IDMDE model while the condition ∆DIC ∼ 0 means that one model is not favored over the other [7] . In Table III , we calculate changes relative to the reference ΛCDM model in both χ the IDMDE models, we find that either KiDS or Planck on its own does not show any preference for the IDMDE models because |∆DIC| is always smaller than 5. But the combination of KiDS and Planck datasets does favor the IDMDE models with strong negative ∆DIC values. In Fig. (3) , we show the parameter constraints in the σ 8 − Ω m plane for all of the IDMDE models. The KiDS constraints are in gray and the Planck constraints are in blue. Different from the constraints of the ΛCDM model in Fig. (1), Fig. (3) shows that the KiDS and Planck constraints of the IDMDE models start to overlap with each other.
In order to quantify at what level the tension between KiDS and Planck has been reduced by the IDMDE models, a tension parameter T is adopted and it is defined as [7] T
Here S 8 = σ 8 √ Ω m , S 8 is the mean value over the posterior distribution, σ is the standard deviation, and the superscripts K and P correspond to KiDS and Planck, respectively.
In Table IV , we list all the values of T (S 8 ) for ΛCDM and the IDMDE models. It is quite obvious that the IDMDE models can reduce discordance significance to ∼ 1σ level, substantially relieving the 2σ-level tension inferred from the standard ΛCDM model. Among all the IDMDE models, the T -parameter values can further indicate that Model I has the least discordance between two datasets while other IDMDE models have roughly the same level of discordance. The overlapped contours are shown in Fig. (3) .
In Model I, the blue contours from Planck show significantly different directions compared to that in the ΛCDM model because the posterior distribution functions are considerably skewed compared with other IDMDE models. And this is verified in Fig. (2) , where probability distribution of the parameter S 8 is not symmetric. So we should note that the T -parameter defined in Eq. (13) may not be a very appropriate method for quantifying the discordance of Model I. From both the DIC and the T -parameter tests, we find that the IDMDE models can effectively alleviate the tensions between KiDS and Planck datasets, thereby they are more favored than the ΛCDM model by the data. In this section, we present all the results from the MCMC runs. We derive constrains for the IDMDE models from the KiDS-450 datasets and compare them to the previous limits set by Planck data [36] . We perform the joint analysis with both the KiDS and Planck data and list all the best-fit values and 68% confidence regions in Tables V, VI, VII and VIII. The 1D marginalized posterior distribution functions (PDFs) are shown for the parameters Ω c h 2 , w, λ i , and H 0 in Fig. (4) and the 2D functions in Fig. (5) .
(1) Model I: the 1D PDFs are shown for the parameters Ω c h 2 , w, λ 2 , and H 0 in Fig. (4a) and the 2D PDFs in Fig. (5a) . Due to large band power uncertainties, we find that the constraints from the KiDS data alone have wider 1σ and 2σ contours compared to Planck for most of the parameters. However, we find that the 68% confidence regions of Ω c h 2 , λ 2 , Ω d and Ω m from KiDS data (in Table V) are smaller than constraints from the Planck data and this indicates that the weak lensing measurements are more sensitive to the interaction and the energy densities of dark sectors compared to the cosmic microwave background measurements. Among all the constraints from both the KiDS and Planck datasets, Model I is of particular interest in that KiDS data alone can give a negative coupling parameter λ 2 , which is in agreement with the Planck constraint [36] , and the sign of the coupling does not change even if the KiDS and Planck datasets are combined. The negative coupling indicates that the energy flows from dark matter to dark energy, unfortunately, the IDMDE models with negative couplings are not favored to alleviate the coincidence problem, see review and references therein for detailed explanations [30] . Therefore, Model I can achieve a concordance between observational datasets at the cost of intensifying the coincidence problem.
(2) Models II, III and IV: the 1D and 2D marginalized PDFs are shown in Figs. (4b, 4c, 4d) and Figs. (5b, 5c,  5d ), respectively. Similar to Model I, the Planck measurements always have tighter constraints on most of the parameters as compared to the KiDS measurements. The positive sign of the constrained parameter λ 2 indicates that there is energy transferred from dark energy to dark matter so the duration for the energy densities of dark matter and dark energy being comparable is much longer than ΛCDM, alleviating the coincidence problem [33] .
The KiDS-only constraint on σ 8 for the standard model is σ 8 = 0.849
−0.204 [1] , and its constraint on H 0 of the standard model is also found reasonable therein. Now with the extra degree of freedom introduced in the ID-MDE models, Table V shows that the KiDS-only constraint on σ 8 in Model I is quite large, inconsistent with other cosmological observations, and so are the values of the Hubble constant H 0 that are shown in Tables VI,  VII and VIII, corresponding to the three IDMDE models. Despite high values, these results are still consistent with the previous Planck-only constraints [36] . Also, these high values, which could be considered as unreasonable constraints, can be easiliy reduced by adding more observational datasets such as BAO and SNIa, as done in [36] . Similarly, the high values derived from the KiDSonly measurements could be reduced as well, by adding those observations. However, in the scope of this work, we exclusively focus on the discordance problem found in the standard ΛCDM model between weak lensing and Planck datasets, not the most stringent limits from multiple observational datasets. Specifically, our motivation is to investigate if the discordance can be alleviated by the IDMDE models. From the analysis in this work, it is proven that the tension between Planck and KiDS datasets is indeed alleviated.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have obtained the observational constraints on the IDMDE models using both weak gravi- tational lensing data from the KiDS and the CMB data from Planck. We have examined how the IDMDE models are favored by data as compared to the standard ΛCDM and to what extent the IDMDE models can relieve the tensions between KiDS and Planck CMB datasets. Employing the DIC and T -parameter diagnostics, we find with great interest that a desired concordance between KiDS and Planck datasets can be achieved by the ID-MDE models which are more preferred than the standard ΛCDM model. We obtain parameter constraints on the IDMDE models from KiDS measurements, Planck measurements and the combination. Due to large band-power uncertainties in the weak lensing measurements, the KiDS data alone always have less constraining power than the Planck datasets for most of the parameters but a joint fit to both datasets can always improve the constraints significantly.
For model I, the sign of the interaction parameter being negative indicates that the energy flows from dark matter to dark energy. And this scenario is not favored to the alleviation of the coincidence problem. While the other three models favor a scenario with energy flowing from dark energy to dark matter, which thus can alleviate the coincidence problem. 
